PREMIER SCREWS @24" O.C. U.N.O. W/ 1" MIN PENETRATION INTO TIMBER FRAME

PREMIER SPLINE SEE DETAIL PBS-005

FRAME MEMBER

SPACER BOARD AS REQUIRED

GYPSUM WALL BOARD PER CODE REQUIREMENTS

PREMIER SPLINE SEE DETAIL PBS-005

PREMIER SCREWS @24" O.C. U.N.O. W/ 1" MIN PENETRATION INTO TIMBER FRAME

SPACER BOARD AS REQUIRED

FRAME MEMBER

GYPSUM WALL BOARD PER CODE REQUIREMENTS

PREMIER SPLINE SEE DETAIL PBS-005

PREMIER SCREWS @24" O.C. U.N.O. W/ 1" MIN PENETRATION INTO TIMBER FRAME

SPACER BOARD AS REQUIRED

FRAME MEMBER

GYPSUM WALL BOARD PER CODE REQUIREMENTS

PREMIER SPLINE SEE DETAIL PBS-005

PREMIER SCREWS @24" O.C. or PER ENGINEERING W/ 1" MIN PENETRATION INTO TIMBER FRAME

SPACER BOARD AS REQUIRED

FRAME MEMBER

GYPSUM WALL BOARD PER CODE REQUIREMENTS

PREMIER SPLINE SEE DETAIL PBS-005

PREMIER SCREWS @24" O.C. U.N.O. W/ 1" MIN PENETRATION INTO TIMBER FRAME

SPACER BOARD AS REQUIRED

FRAME MEMBER

GYPSUM WALL BOARD PER CODE REQUIREMENTS